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Abstract
In this paper, we explore to determine 3D human pose directly from monocular image data. While current state-of-the-art approaches employ the volumetric representation
to predict per voxel likelihood for each human joint, the network output is memoryintensive, making it hard to function on mobile devices. To reduce the output dimension,
we intend to decompose the volumetric representation into 2D depth-aware heatmaps
and joint depth estimation. We propose to learn depth-aware 2D heatmaps via associative embeddings to reconstruct the connection between the 2D joint location and its
corresponding depth. Our approach achieves a good trade-off between complexity and
high performance. We conduct extensive experiments on the popular benchmark Human3.6M [6] and advance the state-of-the-art accuracy for 3D human pose estimation in
the wild.

1

Introduction

3D human pose estimation is to estimate the full body 3D pose of a human from a single
monocular image, which provides comprehensive knowledge for tasks such as action recognition, autonomous driving, human-computer interaction. Due to its ill-posed nature, though
significant advances have been witnessed in this task recently, it still remains an open challenge.
Existing end-to-end learning approaches attempt to localize 3D coordinates directly from
a single image by addressing it as coordinate regression [8, 22], volumetric heatmaps prediction [16, 21] or other variant approaches based on 2D marginal heatmaps [14]. Compared
c 2019. The copyright of this document resides with its authors.
It may be distributed unchanged freely in print or electronic forms.
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to these regression approaches, volumetric heatmaps directly predict per voxel likelihood for
each joint. By modeling the joint located directly in the discretized 3D space, volumetric
heatmaps make the most of spatial context information and achieve state-of-the-art accuracy. However, high-dimensional representation consumes too much memory and needs to
take several training stages to optimize the large-scale network parameters [16]. In real practice, we often need to perform multi-person 3D pose estimation in crowded and wild scenes
simultaneously, which brings great computational pressure for those approaches.
Beyond that, the largest 3D human pose dataset [6] is captured in controlled lab environments, and models trained on it cannot generalize well to in-the-wild images. The
solution [20] is to perform 3D pose learning together with 2D pose data which contains
abundant in-the-wild images and 2D annotations correspondingly. Benefiting from the rapid
development in 2D human pose estimation, the localization of human joints in 2D space is
relatively precise nowadays. Thus, we intend to establish an end-to-end pipeline which is
more compatible with in-the-wild 2D pose data.
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Figure 1: Illustration of our approach, which consists of two subtasks: one is the localization
of human joints in 2D space, and the other is the joint depth estimation.

As illustrated in Figure 1, instead of employing the volumetric representation, we propose to untangle it as 2D marginal depth-aware heatmaps via associative embeddings and
joint depth estimation. 2D marginal depth-aware heatmaps are highly compatible with inthe-wild 2D pose data and provide our pipeline with more flexible structures. Based on
structural dynamics of the human body, though people can have different gestures in different scenarios, the relative locations between some paired human joints can be roughly fixed
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or vary in limited magnitude. Therefore, there may exist a statistical law on the depth distribution for each human joint. To fully exploit the depth prior, we propose to learn associative
embeddings and generate depth-aware heatmaps, which encode the hidden prior knowledge
of joint depth.
Without sacrificing estimation performance, our approach significantly relieves memory
and computational complexity with a relatively low-dimensional output, which is of great
significance in real practice. The effectiveness of our approach is validated by comprehensive experiments, rigorous ablation study, and comparison with previous state-of-the-art
approaches on the largest 3D benchmark Human3.6M [6]. Notably, our approach performs
high-quality 3D human pose estimation for in-the-wild images and advances the state-ofthe-art accuracy with 48.4 mm averaged Joint Error.

2

Related Work

Since approaches to estimating human 3D pose vary in different settings, we survey approaches that are most relevant to ours with a focus on CNN-based approaches. For a complete literature review, we refer the reader to a survey [19].

2.1

Joint Regression

Many CNN-based approaches cast the task of 3D human pose estimation as 3D coordinate
regression. The target output is the spatial x, y, z coordinates of the human joints with
respect to a known root joint, commonly set as the pelvis. Li et al. [8] use maps for 2D
joint classification to benefit their network. Tekin et al. [22] enforce structural constraints
on the output by applying the autoencoder network. Park et al. [15] combine the 2D joint
predictions and image features with improving the performance for the 3D joint localization.
Zhou et al. [29] embed a kinematic model to correct abnormal regressed pose. By employing
viewpoint prediction, Ghezelghieh et al. [4] provide the network with global joint configuration information. Sun et al. [20] propose a bone based representation for joints localization
to enhance the connection between joint locations.

2.2

Volumetric Representation

The volumetric representation is to model the joint located directly in the discretized 3D
space and predict per voxel likelihood for each joint independently. Compared with approaches based on joint regression with the output of low-dimensional vector of joint locations, volumetric heatmaps provide a richer output. By more adequately exploiting the power
of spatial context information, approaches based on the volumetric representation achieve the
state-of-the-art accuracy. By employing the volumetric representation, Pavlakos et al. [16]
propose a coarse-to-fine learning procedure for 3D human pose estimation. In [21], with
the help of the volumetric representation, integral loss further improves the estimation accuracy and advances the state-of-the-art accuracy with 49.6 mm averaged Joint Error. To
relieve the heavy memory burden, Nibali et al. [14] replace the volumetric representation
with three 2D marginal heatmaps, one for x-y axis, one for x-z axis and the other for y-z axis.
Zhou et al. [30] perform 3D human pose estimation with 2D heatmaps and depth estimation and is most related to us. However, we go further to learn associative embeddings to
refine 2D heatmaps and advance estimation accuracy with a simpler structure, which is more
convenient for application in real practice.

4
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Technical Approach

The following subsections summarize our technical approach. Section 3.1 describes our
proposed depth-aware heatmaps via associative embeddings and discusses their merits. Section 3.2 describes the overall structure of our network in detail.

3.1

Depth-aware Heatmaps via Associative Embeddings

Approaches based on the volumetric representation intend to directly model the joint located
in the discretized 3D space and better preserve spatial context information. However, as it is
shown in Table 1, in terms of space and time complexity, this kind of method is unfriendly
to put into real practice, especially for 3D multi-person estimation on mobile devices. To
reduce model complexity, we intend to decompose the volumetric representation into 2D
marginal heatmaps and depth estimation.

Complexity Comparison

Representation Dimension

Time Complexity

Volumetric Representation

262144 ( 64 × 64 × 64 )

O ( N3 )

Our Baseline Method

4097 ( 64 × 64 + 1 )

O ( N2 )

Our Proposed Method

4098 ( 64 × 64 + 2 )

O ( N2 )

Table 1: Comparison with our baseline method and the volumetric representation. Representation dimension is the number of parameters used to locate each joint. Time complexity
in the post-processing procedure is also compared.

However, it is not a trivial task to reduce the dimension of network output without the
cost of performance. Undoubtedly, the lower dimension of network output results in loss
of 3D human body structural information and causes performance degradation with high
probability. To validate the effectiveness of our method, we build our baseline model as in
Figure 4, which directly detects the 2D joint location in heatmaps and regresses joint depth.
Based on our analysis, we consult to depth prior to each human joint. Although human
gestures vary in different shapes or directions, they are always subject to human structural
dynamics, and the depth for individual human joint varies in limited ranges. We can observe
that human body structure has a high degree of symmetry and joint depth has a normal
distribution. Therefore, we can utilize the prior distribution of joint depth to estimate the 3D
joint location more accurately.
Inspired by [13] which predicts associative embeddings to group joints within the same
instance, we are in an effort to encode the relative positional relationship between human
joints in 2D marginal heatmaps. We propose to learn associative embeddings and cluster the
depth information for each specific human joint. For a more detailed illustration of our approach, we reformulate the volumetric representation as to approximate the joint probability
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for all joint locations:
n

P ( Jx,1 y, z , Jx,2 y, z , ..., Jx,n y, z | θ ) ≈

∏ P ( Jx,k y, z | θ )

k=1
n

=

∏P (

Jx,k y

|

Jzk ,

θ ) · P(

Jzk

|θ )

(1)

k=1
n

=

∏

P ( Jx,k y | JEk , θ ) · P ( JEk | θ ) · P ( Jzk | Jx,k y , JEk , θ )
P ( Jzk | θ ) · P ( JEk | Jx,k y, z , θ )

k=1

P ( Jzk | θ )

Where we predict the location of each human joint independently and consult to associative
embeddings to encode prior depth knowledge of joint depth. Jx,k y, z is the location of the
kth joint, a 3D vector consisting of concatenation of the x, y, z coordinates. θ represents
network parameters. JEk is the associative embedding for kth joint. P(Jx,k y | JEk , θ ) and
P ( Jzk | θ ) are the depth-aware 2D marginal heatmap and depth distribution for kth joint
respectively.
Since the associative embedding preserves the depth prior knowledge, its distribution
should be roughly the same as the distribution of the joint depth. We can assume that:
P ( JEk | θ ) ≈ P ( Jzk | θ )

(2)

P ( Jzk | Jx,k y , JEk , θ ) ≈ P ( JEk | Jx,k y, z , θ )

Based on our assumptions, the formulation in Eq. 2 can be simplified and we can obtain
our final formulation:
n

∏

P ( Jx,k y | JEk , θ ) · P ( JEk | θ ) · P ( Jzk | Jx,k y , JEk , θ )
P ( Jzk | θ ) · P ( JEk | Jx,k y, z , θ )

k=1
n

≈

∏P (

Jx,k y

|

JEk ,

θ ) · P(

Jzk

P ( Jzk | θ )
(3)

|θ )

k=1

Our approach embeds the prior knowledge in 2D heat maps as shown in Eq. 3. In Figure 2, compared to original 2D heatmaps, depth-aware heatmaps have more obvious hot
zones and discriminate different parts of the human body more explicitly. Our approach
significantly improves estimation accuracy in 2D space and leads to overall performance
improvement.

3.2

Network Architecture

We present our overall architecture as illustrated in Figure 3. Given an input image, we use
a pretrained ResNet-50 network [5] with the U-shape network to extract feature maps. The
final feature map size is 1/4 of the input image. On every stage of the U-shape network, we
apply pyramid pooling [26] to produce scale-aware features. More specifically, We perform
average pyramid pooling with bin sizes of 1 × 1, 2 × 2, 4 × 4, 6 × 6. By using the 4-level
pyramid, pooling kernels cover the whole, half of, and small portions of the image, which is
beneficial for joint depth inference.
Followed by feeding the scale-aware features to our network, we estimate the joint depth
and its associative embedding for each human joint. On the basis of scale-aware feature
maps, we generate depth-aware heatmaps via associative embeddings which encode the prior
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Input Image

Original Heatmap

Depth-aware Heatmap

Figure 2: Visualization and Comparison between our depth-aware heatmaps and original
heatmaps.
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Figure 3: Overview of our network architecture. Given a monocular image, we employ
ResNet-50 as our backbone network. Then feature maps are fused in U-shape to narrow the
semantic gap. On every stage of the U-shape network, we produce scale-aware features and
then generate depth-aware heatmaps.

depth knowledge for each specific joint and reconstruct the relationship between the 2D joint
location and its corresponding depth. Our network provides abundant scale-aware and depthaware information for efficient 3D human pose estimation. The learning procedure is in an
end-to-end fashion.
Following the standard practice in 2D human pose estimation, we apply supervision on
intermediate feature maps of sizes 8 × 8, 16 × 16, 32 × 32, respectively. These intermediate
feature maps are generated by the U-shape network, and the final heatmap is 64 × 64 in size.
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Figure 4: Overview of our baseline architecture. Given a monocular image, we employ
ResNet and the U-shape neck network to extract image features. We directly regress joint
depth and detect the 2D joint location.

4

Experiments

Our experimental evaluation focuses on 3D human pose estimation in the wild. We present
an extensive evaluation of our approach to 3D human pose benchmarks. Human3.6M [6]
is the current largest benchmark for 3D human pose estimation, consisting of 3.6 million
video frames recorded from 4 different cameras and corresponding 3D human poses. It
contains video of 11 subjects including a variety of actions, such as ‘Walking’, ‘Sitting’ and
‘Phoning’.
MPII [1] is a commonly used benchmark for 2D human pose estimation. It contains
about 25k images and 40k annotated 2D poses. The images were collected from YouTube
videos covering daily human activities.

4.1

Comprehensive Evaluation Metric

Protocol 1: Six subjects (S1, S5, S6, S7, S8, S9) are used in training. Evaluation is performed
on every 64th frame of Subject 11’s videos. It is used in [2, 12, 18, 25, 28]. PA Joint Error
is used for evaluation.
Protocol 2: Five subjects (S1, S5, S6, S7, S8) are used in training. Evaluation is performed
on every 64th frame of (S9, S11). It is used in [2, 3, 7, 11, 12, 16, 23, 24, 27, 28, 29]. Joint
Error is used for evaluation.

4.2

Implementation Details

We crop bounding boxes centered on the target person by using the groundtruth annotations
and fill a training batch with 50% data from extra 2D training data and 50% data from
Human3.6M. We apply L2 loss to supervise the prediction of depth-aware heatmaps and
joint depth. Intermediate supervision is employed on every stage of the U-shape network.
For training, we follow the previous practice to use 256 × 256 as input resolution. The
resolution of each heatmap is 64 × 64. We use Adam optimizer with the learning rate of
1.6e-4. The batch size is 80. Training examples are dynamically augmented via horizontal
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flipping and random color changes. The weight decay is set to 1e-4. The training procedure
runs for 180 epochs, including 3 warm-up epochs.

4.3

Quantitative Results

Method

Direct Dicuss Eat Greet Phone Pose Purch.

Sit

SitD Smoke Photo Wait Walk WalkD WalkT Avg

Chen [2]

89.9

97.6 90.0 107.9 107.3 93.6 136.1 133.1 240.1 106.7 139.2 106.2 87.0 114.1

90.6 114.2

Tome [24]

65.0

73.5 76.8 86.4

86.3 68.9 74.8 110.2 173.9 85.0

110.7 85.8 71.4

86.3

73.1

88.4

Moreno [12]

69.5

80.2 78.2 87.0 100.8 76.0 69.7 104.7 113.9 89.7

102.7 98.5 79.2

82.4

77.2

87.3

Zhou [28]

68.7

74.8 67.8 76.4

76.3 84.0 70.2

88.0 113.8 78.0

98.4

90.1 62.6

75.1

73.6

79.9

Jahangiri [7]

74.4

66.7 67.9 75.2

77.3 70.6 64.5

95.6 127.3 79.6

79.1

73.4 67.4

71.8

72.8

77.6

Mehta [11]

57.5

68.6 59.6 67.3

78.1 56.9 69.1

98.0 117.5 69.5

82.4

68.0 55.3

76.5

61.4

72.9

Pavlakos [16] 58.6

64.6 63.7 62.4

66.9 57.7 62.5

76.8 103.5 65.7

70.7

61.6 56.4

69.0

59.5

66.9

Zhou [30]

54.8

60.7 58.2 71.4

62.0 65.5 53.8

55.6 75.2 111.6

64.2

66.0 51.4

63.2

55.3

64.9

Martinez [10] 49.2

51.6 47.6 50.5

51.8 48.5 51.7

61.5 94.6

62.3

78.4

59.1 65.1

49.5

52.4

62.9

Sun [20]

52.8

54.8 54.2 54.3

61.8 53.1 53.6

71.7 86.7

61.5

67.2

53.4 47.1

61.6

53.4

59.1

Pavlakos [17] 48.5

54.4 54.4 52.0

59.4 49.9 52.9

65.8 71.1

56.6

65.3

52.9 60.9

44.7

47.8

56.2

Luvizon [9]

49.2

51.6 47.6 50.5

51.8 48.5 51.7

61.5 70.9

53.7

60.3

48.9 44.4

57.9

48.9

53.2

Sun [21]

47.5

47.7 49.5 50.2

51.4 43.8 46.4

58.9 65.7

49.4

55.8

47.8 38.9

49.0

43.8

49.6

Ours

45.3

49.8 46.1 49.6

48.2 41.7 47.4

53.1 55.2

48.0

57.7

45.6 40.8

52.4

45.2

48.4

Table 2: Comparison with previous work on Human3.6M. Protocol 2 is used. Extra 2D data
is used in all these methods.

Table 2 summarizes quantitative results of our approach under Protocol 2. Our approach
outperforms the state-of-the-art accuracy by 1.2 mm and achieves leading results in 9 of 15
action categories. Notably, on hard actions for previous state-of-the-art methods such as
‘Sitting Down’, our architecture outperforms the current best accuracy [21] by more than 10
mm, a relative 15.7% performance improvement. A 9.8% accuracy improvement can also be
observed on the ‘Sitting’ action.
Method
PA Joint Error (mm)

Yasin [25]

Rogez [12]

Chen [2]

Moreno [12]

Sun [20]

Sun [21]

Ours

108.3

88.1

82.7

76.5

48.3

40.6

33.7

Table 3: Comparison with previous work on Human3.6M. Protocol 1 is used. Extra 2D
training data is used in all these methods.

Table 3 summarizes quantitative results of our approach under Protocol 1. The advantage
of our approach is significantly obvious under this setting. We advance the state-of-the-art
accuracy by 17%, and it shows that our approach can achieve more robust estimation results.
Benefitting from the exact 2D joint location obtained from depth-aware heatmaps, our estimation results match its corresponding groundtruth with high confidence and significantly
reduces Joint Error after a certain rigid transformation.
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4.4

Ablation Study

In order to validate the effectiveness of depth-aware heat maps and scale-aware features
generated by pyramid pooling, we conduct various and rigorous ablation experiments. We
build four baseline models.
3D/wo DH: We do not employ depth-aware heatmaps in this baseline. It only uses 3D
data to train the network. In-the-wild 2D pose data is not used.
3D/wo SF: We do not adopt pyramid pooling to generate scale-aware features in this
baseline. We only use 3D data to train the network. In-the-wild 2D pose data is not used.
3D/wo DH, SF: Neither Depth-aware heatmaps nor scale-aware features are employed.
We only use 3D data to train the network. In-the-wild 2D pose data is not used.
3D+2D/wo DH, SF: Neither Depth-aware heatmaps nor scale-aware features are employed. We use 3D data together with in-the-wild 2D pose data to train the network.
Our proposed approach is denoted as 3D+2D/w DH, SF.
Evaluation Metric

3D/wo DH

3D/wo SF

3D/wo DH, SF

3D+2D/wo DH, SF

3D+2D/w DH, SF

Protocol 1

38.6

38.4

38.9

35.0

33.7

Protocol 2

53.7

53.1

54.3

52.2

48.4

Table 4: Results of our ablation experiments. The numbers are mean Euclidean distance (mm) between the groundtruth 3D joints and our predictions.
As shown in Table 4, we can draw several conclusions about this task. By comparing
3D/wo DH, SF and 3D+2D/wo DH, SF, we can observe that extra 2D pose data has a significant impact on the performance of the model. Not limited to improving the generalization
ability, extra 2D pose data provides a proper regularization for heatmaps training, leading to
more robust estimation accuracy under both protocols.
Depth-aware heatmaps (DH) intends to establish the relationship between the 2D joint
location and its corresponding joint depth. In comparison with 3D/wo SF, DH, 3D/wo SF
achieves a 1.2 mm accuracy improvement under the Protocol 2. Since extra 2D data plays
a more important role in regularization, it still leads to a 0.5 mm improvement after a rigid
alignment.
Scale-aware features (SF) generated by pyramid pooling are designed to provide fruitful
semantic context information for joint depth inference. We perform average pyramid pooling
with various bin sizes, and our model can attend to the whole or even small portions of the
image. This technique is effective and advances estimation accuracy by 0.3 mm and 0.6 mm
under the Protocol 1 and Protocol 2, respectively.

4.5

Qualitative Results

Models only trained on Human3.6M cannot generalize well to the scene in the wild, and
there are various reasons. First, Human3.6M dataset is collected in limited indoor scenes,
and thus the image background is quite monotonous and lacks variations. Second, human
pose diversity is also limited in Human3.6M dataset, making it hard to estimate 3D human
pose in the ‘real’ scene. With the introduction of depth-aware heatmaps and scale-aware
features, our model can better generalize to the scene in the wild. The qualitative result is
shown in Figure 5. Since there are no 3D annotations in in-the-wild 2D pose data, we present
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qualitative results on it. As we can see in Figure 5, our proposed method can generalize well
to in-the-wild images and achieve robust estimation results.

Figure 5: Examples of 3D human pose estimation for Human3.6M (top row) and in-the-wild
2D human pose data (middle and bottom rows). We fill some images with mean pixel values
to ensure a proper aspect ratio.

5

Conclusion and Future Work

In this work, we propose an end-to-end pipeline for 3D human pose estimation. Compared to
previous state-of-art approaches based on the volumetric representation, our approach has a
much lower output dimension and provides our network with more flexible structures, which
is of great significance in real practice. With the introduction of depth-aware heatmaps via
their associative embeddings based on scale-aware features, we exploit the prior knowledge
of joint depth to efficiently reconstruct the connection between the 2D joint location and
its corresponding joint depth. Our approach advances the state-of-the-art accuracy for 3D
human pose estimation with averaged Joint Error of 48.4 mm and presents us with excellent
qualitative results for in-the-wild images.
In the future, we plan to explore more weakly-supervised or unsupervised methods to
conduct efficient 3D human pose estimation in the wild, especially for multi-person 3D pose
estimation. We hope our work can inspire more research on efficient 3D human pose estimation in the wild.
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